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Business Need

OVERVIEW

Most companies aren’t in the
business of moving data centers.
However, many companies have to
move their data centers, and skills
are often lacking when it comes to
identifying risk s and strategizing
mitigation plans. The opportunity
for failure is extremely high.

Business reasons dictate the need to migrate a data center to a different
facility for a variety of reasons. Typical examples include the need to
centralize or consolidate, expand to a larger facility or even outsource the
facility to a commercial service provider. The motivation behind the
business decision is not as important as choosing the right partner to
ensure migration and business objectives are successfully met.

Result
Clients will participant in Highland
Partners’ structured planning
process, which involves
applications,
Assessment
Result
IT infrastructure and facilities.
Clients will receive a jointly
developed data center migration
plan that is executable. Clients then
have the option of employing
Highland Partners to manage the
migration or participate in it, as our
experience dramatically increases
the probability of migration success.

Value
Value

Our clients’ migration and business
objectives are met due to careful and
thorough planning and precise
execution. Clients are well informed
during the entire process to maintain
confidence throughout execution.

Highland Partners understands the impact a migration can have to our
clients’ business operations. Likewise, we understand the important role
applications mapping plays in the planning of any data center migration.
Applications drive the way IT infrastructures are planned in order to have
a comprehensive plan that addresses applications, infrastructure and
facilities. Our clients are key contributors during the planning dialogue.
After all, our clients possess the institutional knowledge that is critical to
successfully meet migration and business objectives.
Our clients' information assets are the very lifeblood of their businesses.
Highland Partners carefully steps our clients through our time tested and
repeatable Data Center Migration Methodology. We understand all of the
bumps in the road, and we ensure clients avoid them by using our proven
practices and leveraging our vast experience base. Our execution process
includes hour-by-hour status reporting during the migration to be sure
clients understand every step of the process and the progress being
made. In short, we leave no stone unturned. Clients are able to rest
comfortably that their company’s critical information assets are in safe
hands with our experienced migration experts.
Contact our Sales Department at sales@highlandpartners.biz to learn
more about this service or any of our services in our portfolio.

We’re obsessed with your success!
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